PLACES OF WORSHIP

EXCELLENT INTELLIGIBILITY, OUTSTANDING QUALITY AND EASY TO OPERATE.
Speech and music – clear and inspirational

In places of worship, the sound system should not take centre stage but instead support the religious services. With their innovative technologies and ingenious design, our products blend harmoniously into the spatial environment and deliver excellent intelligibility as well as great-sounding music of course.

Whether in a living room or school hall, in the open air or in a historic cathedral - praying together creates a sense of togetherness. Wherever you gather, our diverse audio solutions ensure that sermons, readings, atmospheric hymns, or lectures can be easily heard everywhere.

Flexible options
Some churches are modern or are simply kitted out with practical equipment. By contrast, others are true works of art. We can provide you with the appropriate system for your facility which can be expanded as necessary. We not only offer portable PA systems that you can set up in a short space of time, but also systems which can be installed permanently throughout the building. This will ensure optimum sound quality both in the prayer room itself and in rooms for children, in classrooms and in the foyer and lots of other facilities.

Easy to operate
The systems from Bose Professional are reliable and easy to operate. Many of them feature smart functions which can be programmed to allow automatic operation so that the system is even easier to operate, and a service of worship is not hampered by technical problems.

Meticulous acoustic planning
BOSE MODELER SOUND SYSTEM SOFTWARE

Example: St. Mary’s Cathedral, Hamburg

Creation of detailed computer model with precise definition of the loudspeaker positions

Top: Depiction of sound dispersion
Bottom: Depiction of speech transmission

Top: Depiction of frequency-dependent reverberation time
Bottom: Depiction of the calculated Speech Transmission Index (STI)
Fancy giving an address or worshipping outdoors? The ultra-compact Bose S1 Pro is set up and ready to operate in a matter of seconds. The system contains a built-in 300W high-performance speaker, a high-sensitivity cardioid condenser microphone and line input, Bluetooth® streaming and a lithium-ion battery with an extra-long run time of up to 11 hours.

**System solutions for places of worship**

**Maximum intelligibility**
BOSE PANARAY MSA12X

The slim, elegant, and discreet Panaray MSA12X is one of the most widely used loudspeakers in traditional church buildings because of the outstanding intelligibility it provides. Thanks to the Bose Beam-Steering Technology which allows the vertical beam angle to be adjusted digitally, the Panaray MSA12X offers a truly unique sound experience even in environments that are acoustically very challenging.

**Excellent sound**
BOSE DESIGNMAX

The finest speech and music playback can be enjoyed in smaller properties and adjacent areas too. The DesignMax loudspeakers were developed specifically for commercial foreground and background acoustics. The whole product range is noted for its discreet design and maximum modularity.

**Easy and safe to operate**
BOSE CONTROLCENTER

Easy to select signal source, volume, and audibility range in the app. Or on a wall panel.

ControlSpace processors allow connection of all signal sources as well as automated control of the acoustic system.

**Mobile acoustics**
BOSE S1 PRO

Fancy giving an address or worshipping outdoors? The ultra-compact Bose S1 Pro is set up and ready to operate in a matter of seconds. The system contains a 3-channel mixer with microphone and line input, Bluetooth® streaming and a lithium-ion battery with an extra-long run time of up to 11 hours.

The Bose ShowMatch products offer supreme acoustic performance for concert-standard speech and music playback.
System solutions for places of worship

CHURCHES | CHAPELS | COMMUNITY HALLS

From a powerful message to a sense of community and togetherness – Worship is about reaching the hearts of the believers.

What you can expect from Bose:

- Design of an acoustic system that is perfectly attuned to the room acoustics
- Close cooperation and coordination with the operator, architect, and installation company
- Elegant, discreet design and maximum modularity
- Excellent sound at any volume
- Maximum intelligibility and even sound dispersion
- Very easy to operate
- **Certified loudspeakers**
- 5-year warranty on all Bose Professional installed sound products
- Professional installation and quick service from certified Bose partners on site

Bose system solutions are used in places of worship around the world. For example:

**Stephansdom**, Vienna, Austria
**Dom St. Marien**, Hamburg, Germany
**Cattedrale di Maria Santissima Achiropita**, Rossano, Italy
**Moody Methodist Church**, Galveston, USA
**Dom St. Stephan**, Passau, Germany
**St. Lamberti Kirche**, Hildesheim, Germany
**Petersdom**, Rom, Italy
**Sixtinische Kapelle**, Rom, Italy
**Saint Quintinus Cathedral**, Hasselt, Belgium
**Brønderslev Kirke**, Brønderslev, Danemark
**Ljubljana Mosque**, Ljubljana, Slowenias

More information

Online
- All solutions and products
- International case studies
- User community und FAQs
- Software downloads/upgrades
- Accessories

[PRO.BOSE.COM](#)